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A.C. Ryan TWIN
Overboost Dual 4" CCFL

Light - Blue

Special Price

$4.95 was

$15.95

Product Images

Short Description

Double up with the TWIN series that gives you double the value with 2x CCFL for the price of one. Be the
brightest star in the universe ;-)

Description

mini 10cm size ideal for cubes, microATA, ITX cases. Also perfect for the front of some cases where you can
install them between the front fans and the front cover and light will radiate through the front grills!!

The AC Ryan Advantage - with AC Ryan you do get more
 Pre-sleeved : pre-sleeved with matching color superior FlexSleeve and matching color fan connector
 MolexDuo : an AC Ryan creation - passthru male+female 4pin power so you wont run out of power
connectors

https://www.facebook.com/PerformancePCs
https://twitter.com/PerformancePCs
https://www.instagram.com/performancepcs/
https://www.youtube.com/user/PerformancepcsTV
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 Clear Silver flexcable : clear silver cable that looks cool, does not interfere, easily hidden. does not look
messy. soft and easily managed flexcable.

2x CCFL = 2x the fun
2 for the price of 1
best of both worlds
advanced dual-driver silent inverter
Rear on / off (PCI Bracket)
brilliantly bright & long-life CCFL
plug n play
** SLEEVED CCFL cabling (NEW)
** MolexDuo pass-thru power connector (NEW)

Double up with the TWIN series that gives you double the value with 2x CCFL for the price of one. Be the
brightest star in the universe ;-)

CCFL light has been the foundation of PC lighting with its highly suitable properties:

extrememly thin at 4mm, does not take up much space in the PC
brilliant light, one of the brightest lighting type used in PCs
does not generate any significant heat (CCFL = Cold Cathode Flurescent Light)
low power requirement

Features

Premium-quality CCFL lights
AC Ryan TWIN CCFL includes 2 premium-quality CCFL light tubes - brilliantly bright and long-life. The CCFL
lights are individually encased in a clear hard acrylic tube. These hard acrylic tubes protect the CCFL from
damage and breaking (50% of CCFL lights without acrylic cover are broken during usage or transport). They
also double up as a light magnifier, giving 360 degrees unobstructed light throughout the entire length of the
CCFL. The ends of the tubes are capped with clear acrylic cubes for easy mounting.

Advanced silent dual-driver inverter
At the heart of the TWIN CCFL is an advanced silent dual-driver inverter that powers 2 CCFLs. The inverter
features our unique overheat protection technology to give you higher reliability. Besides the built-in on / off
switch, a PCI bracket on / off switch is also included for your convenience.

MolexDuo pass-thru power connector
With the MolexDuo power plug, you will never run out of Molex power connectors. The MolexDuo has is
female on one side and pass-thru male on the other. So everytime you connect an AC Ryan CCFL kit, there
will still be an available power connector via the pass-thru MolexDuo! To install multiple CCFL kits, simply
chain them up one after another.

Plug n play
To install the TWIN, simply plug in the 4pin molex connector to your power supply and turn it on!! All the
parts are easily disassembled and assembled so you can easily change and modify them. The lights are
connected to the inverter with 2pin plugs. You can easily plug and unplug them. Even the CCFL can be
removed from the protective clear hard acrylic tube.
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Specifications

CCFL:
Length : 10cm
Voltage : 570 ± 40V
Current : 3.5 mA
Brightness : Over 20,000 ± 10% cd/m2
Lifetime : Over 15,000 hours

Inverter:
Input voltage : DC 12V (via 4pin molex connector)
Output current : 2 outputs of 5mA each

Package contains:

2x 10cm CCFL light
1x advanced silent dual-driver inverter (with overheat protection / 4pin MolexDuo� male+female
passthru power connector)

Additional Information

Brand AC Ryan

SKU ACR-CC5750-D

Weight 1.0000

Color Blue

Lighting Type Cathode

Length 4"

Special Price $4.95


